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Abstract
In this paper we consider the problem of partial matching for two configurations of
landmarks in dimensions. The objective is to find a suitable subset of landmarks of one
configuration and a suitable transformation to take these landmarks onto a corresponding
subset of landmarks for the other configuration. Typically the landmarks are unlabelled
with possibly different numbers of landmarks in each configuration. The number and selection of matching landmarks are also typically unknown. An important application in
three dimensions is to protein matching.

1 Introduction
We start with two configurations of landmarks in  dimensions, 
 and 
 , repsectively, represented as matrices !"$# and %&'("$# . The objective is to
match a subset of landmarks of  to a corresponding set of landmarks of % . As the notation
suggests, we shall tackle this problem by treating  as coming from a suitable distribution with
parameters depending on % .
Two further ingredients are needed to formulate the problem more precisely. The first is a
group ) of transformations mapping (some of) the landmarks in % to (some of) the landmarks
of  . We shall use the group ) rigid containing the rigid body tranformations
*
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where . is a 67 rotation matrix and 3 is a  -dimensional shift vector.
The second ingredient is a set of 8 of “permutations” 9 mapping :;<>= to :; ?7=$@
A
A
. Here denotes a “coffin bin” for those  which have no corresponding landmark in % . In
D G
general, we shall suppose the mapping B is injective except for the coffin bin; that is, if CEF
A
A
and BHIJCK#ED
, then
>BLG#ED
(1.1)
BIJC?#MB
D IGN#N
This modified permutation set can cope with all three possiblities for landmark numbers, PO
QR SQUTF .
Given any permutation B define a subset VWV?XZY[:; \= to denote those landmarks
not sent to the coffin bin; that is,
^]_V,X

if and only if BHI$#MD

A


The objective of the paper is to find a permutation B and its associated subset
mation * such that
$a`
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This paper updates work last year in Mardia et al. (2003) and Taylor et al. (2003).
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and transfor(1.2)

2 Statistical models
A general approach to finding an optimal permutation-like mapping (1.2) is by minimizing some
suitable objective function, e.g. Rangajaran et al. (1997). In this paper we focus on the objective
function given by minus the log likelihood. Two basic statistical models are considered.

Hard model
Treating B"]U8 and * ]U) as parameters to be estimated, consider the following model for the
data, with the landmarks being independent for 
 :
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(2.1)
(2.2)
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Here denotes a broad-based distribution with support across the whole domain of the landmarks in  , e.g. a uniform distribution or a normal distribution centered at the centroid of 
G
G
with a large variance
. The variance
in (2.1) is a tuning parameter, usually fixed ahead
of time, and determines how close a match needs to be between landmarks.
This model is the most intuitive and natural. However, computing MLEs is very difficult
computationally due to the combinatorial optimization over B . For this reason, we also consider
a simpler model.

 



Soft model
For this model we use a mixture model, treating the landmarks :
cally distributed observations from the mixture distribution
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as independent and identi-

(2.3)
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with corresponding density
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(2.4)




say. The mixing probabilities are nonnegative and sum to 1,
. Note that the

component densities :  = depend implicitly on the various parameters, especially on *  # .
The soft model can almost be viewed as a version of the hard model in which the permutation
B is unobserved. The main differences are (a) under the soft model the BL # need not be distinct
(even when not in the coffin bin), and (b) there is a “prior” distribution on B in which the the
components of B are iid with
+BI$#E
#
a
 . Thus the soft model is both
less constrained and more structured than the hard model. This type of model has been used
by several authors including Cross and Hancock (1998), Luo and Hancock (2001) and Walker
(2000).
In this case the EM algorithm (e.g. McLachlan and Krishnan, 1977) can be used to compute
the MLEs (at least locally), and it takes the form of a simple explicit iterative updating algorithm. In general it converges quite quickly in this context, though the solution depends heavily
on the starting value for * . Hence, to some extent, we are back in the combinatorial jungle of
the hard model.
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Once * and the prior probabilities :
individual membership probabilities





have been estimated, we also obtain estimates of the
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(2.5)
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which represent the estimated posterior probabilities that individual  comes from group  . We
can can then estimate BL$# by “hardening” this soft classification. That is, for each  , we set
BL # to be the value of  which maximizes the   .
Further, if desired we can modify this allocation rule to impose an injectiveness condition
on B as follows. Let a
;   # and order the indices  in terms of decreasing values of the
 . Finally, go through this ordered list of indices. At each step estimate BI$# to be the value of
 maximizing   , subject to the proviso that the accepted  , if different from 0, must be distinct
from any previously accepted value of  .







  

3 Algorithms and applications
When )"S) rigid , it is generally too difficult to make progress with the hard model, so we focus
on the soft model.
In this setting the EM algorithm generally coverges very quickly. Note that because % is
known, it is only the transformation * and the membership probabilities :  = which are to be
estimated. (The more common situation in mixture problems is that there is no group element,
but instead the component means   are completely unspecified; this open-ended feature often
results in unstable behavior and slow convergence for the EM algorithm.)
Thus the use of the EM algorithm depends on several choices for parameters and initial
estimates.
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1. Choice of the variances
and . These choices are very important and determine how
good a match has to be in order to be deemed acceptable.



2. Initial esimate of the prior probabilities
take them equal, ,
'
1S # .
:



=

. This choice is not so important. Often we

3. Initial estimate of * . This choice is absolutely crucial and is discussed below.
An important method of obtaining initial estimates of * is through distance matching, since
rigid body transformations preserve interpoint distances. From the data, construct two distance
$
$
= and
:
 C G#N= of interpoint distances within
matrices M&: ;LJC G#each of the configurations. By choosing a few distances in
which closely match a few
distances in
, it is possible to determine (or estimate by least squares) a rigid body motion
taking the corresponding landmarks to one another. These choices for * can form the starting
point of the EM algorithm.
Distance matching also forms the basis of a deterministic algorithm from graph theory using
the maximal connected complete subgraph; see e.g. Bron and Kerbosch (1973), and Carraghan
and Pardalos (1990). Gold (2003) applied this method to protein matching. The method depends
on a threshold below which distances from
and
will be deemed a match, and essentially
produces a permutation B as in (1.1). Disadvantages of this method are that the estimated
permutation can depend dramatically on the choice of threshold and there is no probabilistic
assessment of uncertainty.
New work using distance matching to guide the choice of initial estimates and the use of the
EM algorithm to refine estimates is currently being developed to tackle these issues.
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Two important applications for this methodology are to electrophoretic gel matching in 2
dimensions (e.g. Walker, 2000) and to protein matching in 3 dimensions. When applied to
protein matching, there is additional information to be incorporated. Namely, each “landmark”
comes from one of 24 amino acids, and each matching pair of  and % landmarks must have
the same (or same class of) amino acid.
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